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How to Manage Shipping Containers Responsibly 
Today's management issues of cost concept of container use. Instead, a help one under-. 
consciousness and environmental container is monitored from the mo- stand how the 
awareness are sending industries on ment it is acquired, through all the container system 
the continuing quest for more efficient stages of its use and any reconditioning is managed each 
and economical shipping and storage or recycling that it must go through to step of the way. 
systems. For most of our ind us try' s be reused, and then to final disposal. S p e c i a 1 i z e d 
history, the SS-gallon steel drum has "This monitoring system is a features incor-
been the standard container used for "cradle-to-grave" concept for indus- porated into a 
shipment and storage. trial-product containment," says Van container or de-

Modern technology has produced Finger, president of Precision IBC, a signed as an 
containers and related products that firm in Fairhope, Ala., specializing in attachment al-
surpass the steel drum in efficiency of this practice. The old, SS-gallon steel low more versa-
cost and use. This new efficiency has drum has been involved in this system tile use than the 
led to the development of sophisticated for many years without current ac- bare, SS-gallon 
container-management systems that countability practices. It was steel drum. 
incorporate environmentally sound manufactured, sent to the filler and The imple-
practices. This article explores how then to the emptier, who usually mentation of 
industry's quest for more efficient and accumulated a pile of drums in his flexible inner 

Externally detachable 
liners from CDF Corp . 
ore bar-coded to 
facilitate tracking of 
product residue through 
its total life cycle . 

economical solutions is being manifest yard until the drum reconditioner devices - either inserts or liners -
in the management of container usage. bought them, cleaned them and sold made by CDF Corp., Plymouth, Mass., 

Keeping Steel Drums Out of the 
Waste Stream 

The traditional, unlined, SS-gallon steel 
drum that has served industry 
faithfully for decades has proven in
efficient for today's needs. Leaking 
drums that release industrial material 
- often hazardous - cause product
waste, unsound environmental
practices and potential liability.

The unwieldy, circular drums need 
to be stacked onto pallets, and, when 
arranged for transport and ware
housing, result in inefficient use of 
valuable shipping and storage space. 
Most often, these steel drums, once 
emptied of the product, cannot be 
effectively cleaned or reused. 

Disposal arrangements can become 
complicated, due to a shortage of disposal 
sites and ensuing regulatory restrictions. 
These are all factors that add unnec:essarily 
to the cost of doing busines.s. 

them back to the filler. This process offers one solution to dealing with SS-
often occurred without thought to the gallon drums. While not a panacea, 
environmental effects and costs these devices provide a practical, cost-
resulting from the disposition of drum effective way to keep drums clean and 
residues during this process, or to the out of landfills, protecting product 
cost of inefficient use of storage or purity and maximizing product 
transportation space. recovery. They also allow the capture, 

With new technology and advanced control and tracking of residues. 
recycling procedures, metal, cor
rugated paper· and blow-molded 
polyethylene containers have been 
used to increase the efficiency of mate
rials handling and storage. Now, a 
container can make from three or four 
trips to up to 10 years of trips, depend
ing on its construction and use. 

This new efficiency, in turn, has 
opened the opportunity for a user to 
manage his or her own container 
system, or hire someone to manage it 
from start to finish. It also opens the 
option for the user to own containers 
or rent them, or to participate in a recy
cling, cost-sharing program with the 
various users. 

Industry Responds These accordion· and smooth-sided inserts 

In response, industry has recently de- Drum Liners Are One Option from CDF Corp. hove a specially designed lip 
that snaps over the top chime to provide a 

veloped a management system that A brief survey of the types of contain- snug fit and eliminate seepage between the 
departs from the short-term, one-way ers available in the industry today will insert and the drum wall . 
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